
SCINTECK INSTRUMENTS LLC, USA 
 

We carry complete inventory of Deuterium/Hollow Cathode and Tungsten Halogen lamp for all Equipment Manufactures 
SCINTECK Manufactures and supply replacement deuterium lamps for virtually all instrument manufacturers,  

ABI, AGILENT, ANALYTIK JENA, BECKMAN, BEIJING PURKINJE, BEIJING BEIFEN-RAILI, BIO-RAD ERMA, HACH, HITACHI, 
JASCO, KNAUER, LINEUR, PERKIN ELMER, PG INSTRUMENTS, SCINCO, SCIEX, SHIMADZU, SHANGHAI WUFENG, 

SHANGHAI METASH, SPECTRA PHYSICS, SSI, TECHCOMP, THERMO, DIONEX, VARIAN, WATERS AND MORE 

 
Sooner or later, every deuterium /Hollow Cathode/Tungsten Halogen reaches the end of its useful life. Many instrument 

manufacturers demand extremely high prices from their users for replacement lamps. However, as only very few of these 
companies produce deuterium lamps themselves, they generally outsource them from OEM Lamp manufacturers: 

 
As a Manufacturer and supplier of these products and a close partner of other companies, who fit Hamamatsu lamps with 

instrument-specific brackets and flanges, we can offer prealigned lamps for almost all instruments at prices well below those 
demanded by the instrument manufacturers. We offer our customers competent technical advice and maintain stock of 

many common lamps, enabling us to deliver fast. 
 

Our databases are compiled with great care and attention. We guaranty that the listed lamps are suitable for your 
instruments. Should this not be the case, we will take them back and refund the full purchase price. You, our customers, are 

working with cutting-edge technology, so please: if you are using instrumentation that isn’t listed on our website or if you need 
a lamp that isn’t shown there, please contact us with as much information as possible. We will do our best to help you. 

 
Deuterium lamps emit an almost continuous spectrum of light ranging from the main UV wavelengths of 160 - 400 nm to the 
visible spectral range (800 nm). This makes them the ideal light source for high precision absorption measurements, e.g., in 

HPLC. SCINTECK offers a wide range of deuterium lamps: Lamps with a guaranteed lifetime of 2000 hours, with quartz or UV-
glass envelopes, shine-through lamps, and different sorts of special lamps. 
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